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Imagine there werenâ€™t three main gods of Olympus, but four. A sister who went through

something so horrible, so traumatic she left and was written out of history. Arabella Baker and her

two adopted daughters are moving to Boston to open a new business and start over. Things will be

different this time with the new names and new life. The twins will live on their own at

collegeâ€”though still right in Bostonâ€”and experience something a bit more normal. The store she

bought has a hefty price, but the location is fantastic, and she got the best spot in the new

developmentâ€¦ Which apparently comes with an immensely attractive man who owns it all.Nothing

goes smoothly in opening a new business though, sample days, crazy busy, and fluff interviews

taking dark turns. Honestly, it leaves Arabella asking one main questionâ€”why did she think

opening in such a large city and right before the holidays was such a great idea?
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This is a fun read and really not for everyone. While I enjoyed it greatly, it is more than anything a

character study. Something I quite enjoy as the characters are what really rope me into a books, but



is not for everyone.There is no massive problem or mystery to solve, no major storyline other than

we have 3 women, obviously with power and secrets oving to a town and setting up a bakery. The

story is in them getting settled in, meeting some people and setting up said bakery... we learn,

slowly some about them and we also see some minor conflicts, but nothing major. It is more just the

beginning of their journey.I enjoyed the story (and the second plus plan to buy any future books -

not borrow on the KU plan, which says a lot about much I like a book that I buy instead of borrow)

but I will admit that while I think it is great not everyone will because the lack of serious action.So -

final recommendation. I really liked it and eagerly await future installments. Highly recommended if

you like books that are mostly character studies and world building. If you are looking for something

that focuses more on action, then sadly this is not for you

It was a great start to a new series. I've loved all the author's previous books and this one was just

as good. Can't wait for the next one!

Enjoyed the book as well as the followup. Nice and lite current story with very dark undertones of

the past. Minor annoyance was the disdain of the major character to her competition regarding

pricing. She doesnt have 15-20K in monthly overhead (rent/mortgage or paying for about 1/2 her

equipment and the equipment she does pay for comes from what seems to be a bottomless pit of

cash. Wow she can undercut their prices big time. I dont wonder why, i wonder why she doesnt get

that.
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